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Summary

The purpose of this investigation was to find ways of breeding radiata pine to improve
solid wood stiffness through changes in microfibril angle (MfA). Earlier work
suggests that wood stiffness depends on microfibril angle as well as wood density, so
breeding to improve wood stiffness would be more effective if MfA and density were
each optimised through breeding. Requirements for successful breeding for any trait
are that that it is under genetic control (i.e. it is heritable), and that there is some
variation from tree to tree. We aimed to determine the levels of genetic control, the
amount of variation and the genetic interrelationships between MfA and density for
different ages within radiata pine trees at breast height. These determinations have
allowed us to make recommendations about how to breed effectively to improve
wood stiffness.

Using the powerful scanning capabilities of CSIRO’s SilviScan-2 instrument, we have
been able to show for the first time that selection to reduce MfA at the family level in
radiata pine, particularly in corewood, should be highly successful. Favourable age-
age genetic correlations between mature wood density and density after age 6 to 8
together with reasonable heritabilities for density after this age suggests that density in
corewood can also be improved at the same time. This means that stiffness of
corewood in radiata pine can be improved, more through MfA than density, and this
has major implications for breeding programs. As rotation length reduces, the
proportion of corewood in any log increases. If corewood is not improved, there will
be a disastrous loss of off-saw wood quality with time.

These results were obtained from two independent sets of material, one from New
Zealand and one from Australia and so we are confident about the generality of the
results. We have been able to confirm that stiffness of mature wood can also be
improved, more through changes in density than MfA. There were significant
differences in the genetics of individual ring densities between the Australian and NZ
data as well as genetic correlations (possibly partly due to differences in silvicultural
treatment), but the density and MfA profiles themselves were remarkably similar.
The data in this project suggest that a single measurement of stiffness (indirectly
through acoustics or direct measurement of dynamic MoE from axial cores) taken
around year 7 (even earlier in NZ), may be sufficient to select for reduced juvenile
MfA and for increased mature and corewood density. This selection would result in
increased juvenile wood stiffness with additional favourable effects on mature wood
properties.

It should be possible to validate some of these results at the family mean level because
progeny of the NZ trees from this study were felled and had boards analysed for MoE
(Modulus of Elasticity), MoR (Modulus of Rupture) and various deformation traits as
part of the NZ RPBC Juvenile Wood Index project. Relationships between MfA,
density and MoE profiles measured in this project with deformation and actual
commercial outturn in the JWI project would be extremely valuable.

Based on these results, effective early selection for density could be carried out earlier
in the New Zealand open pollinated data than for the Australian factorial data although
early selection would be effective at both sites. The observation that heritability of
MfA in corewood is high is a major discovery of this project.


